
By Maureen Hunter 

 

When we are feeling overwhelmed and consumed by 

the inconsolable pain of our grief, we often wonder, is 

this going to be my life forever? Will the pain ever go 

away?  

 

If grief has slammed into our life in a fury we are 

knocked down, broken and shattered, gasping for 

breath in a fog of shock, numbness and confusion. The 

pain becomes relentless and all consuming. The       

intensity and constancy of it staggers us and frightens 

us and we feel we will never be whole again. 

 

I started measuring my struggle by my tears or lack of 

them and what was happening each day. I only cried 

twice today. I haven't cried for a day. When it got to two 

days, I celebrated. The tears lasted thirty minutes     

instead of two hours. Amidst my tears and the tatters of 

my heart I started looking for moments of comfort, and 

moments of hope. I searched for stories of survival and gulped 

in the inspiration I found. I wanted anything that would bring a 

shard of light into the darkness of my life. Day by day ease 

came in the tiniest of increments and the pieces of my life 

once shattered forever started coming together again into 

moments of pleasure, joy and happiness. 

 

Those tears, those moments, those tiniest of increments    

became my markers; the guideposts that helped me             

understand and notice my grief and my healing a little better. I 

saw where I was in my day and in my life. I noticed when my 

feelings came, how powerful they were and how long they  

lasted. I also learned that my grief would never be a straight 

line from A-B, over finished with, recovered and happy again. It 

became to me an ever evolving spiral which forms part of who 

I am now. 

 

If I am around the outer part of the spiral, the pleasurable  

moments in my life are merged and more than the painful 

moments. I keep the memory and presence of my son        

uppermost in my day. I take time to nurture myself. I spend 

time  with the people that matter most to me. I purposefully 

find something each day to appreciate and enjoy. 

 

If I am moving towards the centre of my spiral, the painful  

moments in my life are merged and more than the              

pleasurable moments: I miss my son so much I ache with a 

longing for which there is no ease. 

 

I spend every single moment wishing for the past, wishing for 

the magic eraser to take it all away. The flashbacks are on 

constant replay yet again. I can't get out of bed and want to 

curl up and die myself. Depending on where I am on my spiral 

these moments can be like waves gently lapping at the             

shoreline, or waves that pound me into the ground. Fleeting as 

in the wake of a passing boat or a storm that lasts for hours or 

days and I'm crushed again in that moment. Sometimes I can 

see the storm in the distance building slowly. Other times it 

slams into me like a bolt out of the blue. I've become used to 

those waves. Acceptance, always hard, gently comes and 

thankfully now this happens less and less. 

 

As with my tears, my spiral and the ocean help me to know 

myself better. The spiral shows how my grief is rumbling 

through my life gently or forcibly and how powerful it is in my 

life at any given moment. It tells me where I am and it is a part 

of who I am. I don't have to get over my grief, put it away or 

pack it up. I recognize the duality that will always remain. The 

ache and the ease. The rage and the calm. The better, the 

worse. The sad, the happy. The pain and the pleasure. 

 

The loss of my son will shape and mold me for the rest of my 

life, my grief will spin and I will move in the spiral of its unique 

rhythms forever. 

 

Reproduced with express written permission from the author. 

Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/6995145 
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Don't be afraid to ask for help from those close to you when you need it. So much hurt and pain go 

unheeded during grief because we don't want to bother anyone else with our problems. Wouldn't you 

want someone close to you to ask for help if they needed it? Some relatives and friends will not be 

able to handle your grief. Find someone with whom to talk. Seek out an understanding friend, survivor, or support group member. 

You Are Not Alone… 

“Never fear shadows, they simply mean there is light shining somewhere nearby.” Ruth Renkel 

When you need to talk to someone 

who has experienced a loss of…                              

Spouse/Partner                                

Anne W.                    619-992-9023 

Bonnie B.    619-818-3363 

Allison L.    760-670-7158 

Son 

Christa S.                  858-755-3400      

Cheryl W.    619-277-0913 

 

Daughter 

Cheryl V.                   760-942-7869 

Anne W.                    619-992-9023  

 

Parent                                                      

Paul  G.* (Mother)    760-815-1482 

Kate W.   (Father)      916-601-4585 

Nick G.  (Father)        317-775-1274 

 

Family Member/Friend 

Pam E.  (Brother)     760-415-5604  

Cindy P. (Sister)        619-850-6225  

Jeanie F.* (Friend)   619- 417-2788                  

*Bilingual:  English-Spanish 

Helpful Websites 

American Assoc. of Suicidology  

www.suicidology.org  

Compassionate Friends 

www.compassionatefriends.org  

Fresno Survivors of Suicide Loss 

www.fresnosos.org  

Friends for Survival, Inc. 

www.friendsforsurvival.org 

GROWW Friends Helping Friends 

www.groww.org/Branches/sos.htm 

Suicide: Finding Hope 

www.suicidefindinghope.com 

Suicide Prevention Resource Ctr.  

www.sprc.org  

Suicide is Preventable  

www.suicideispreventable.org  

Trevor Project 

www.thetrevorproject.org  

UMTR2ME  You Matter To Me 

www.UMTR2ME.org  

On a Rosebush Full of Blooms 
By Earnestine Clark  

Reprinted from Survivors of Suicide Loss, Fresno Survivors of Suicide Loss, Inc.,  

Fresno, CA — Volume IX, Issue 2: February 2006 

Source Comforting Friends April 2016 newsletter 

 

On a rosebush full of blooms, there is occasionally one 

rose more fragile than the rest. Nobody knows why.  

 

The rose receives the same amounts of rain and sun 

as its neighboring blooms; it receives the same 

amounts of water and food from the earth, of clipping 

and tending and gentle encouragement from the gar-

dener. Its time on earth is neither more nor less signifi-

cant than that of the other blooms alongside it. Its 

stresses are neither greater nor fewer. Its promises of 

development are just as rich. In other words, it has all 

the necessary components to become what it is intend-

ed to be: a beautiful flower, fully open, spreading its 

petals and fragrance and color for the world to see.  

  

But for some inexplicable reason, once in while a single 

rose doesn't reach maturity. It's not the gardener's 

fault. It's not the fault of the rose. For some roses, even 

the touch of the gentle spring rains leaves bruises on the petals. The sun's rays-so soft 

and warm to some flowers-feel searing to others. Some roses thrive while fragile ones 

feel buffeted by inner and outer ghost winds. 

 

So it is that sometimes, despite the best growing conditions, the best efforts of the    

gardener, and the best possibilities and predictions for a glorious blooming season, a 

particularly fragile rose will share its glow for a while, then fade and die And the        

gardener and the rosebush and the earth and all around grieve.  

 

We are never ready for a loss; not for the loss of a promising rosebud, not for the loss of 

a friend or relative whose life appears ready to unfold with brilliant color and fulfillment. 

In the midst of our grieving, we can remember and celebrate the glimpses of color and 

fragrance and growth that were shared. We can love the fragile rose and the fragile soul 

for the valiant battles won and the blooming that was done. And as our own petals un-

fold, we can remember the softness and beauty of those who touched us along the way. 

Survivors of Suicide Loss, Inc., is a nonprofit, nonsectarian, self-help support 

group system for those who have lost a relative or friend to suicide. The Hope & 

Comfort Newsletter staff is dedicated to the primary goal of publishing articles 

and information, which is assisting in the grieving and healing process of our 

readers. We welcome your written contributions for inclusion in the newsletter; 

however, we reserve the right to publish only those articles that are considered 

to be of benefit to the majority of our readers.  
 

Please send all correspondence to: 

  

Survivors of Suicide Loss: PO Box 3297, La Mesa, CA 91944-3297 
 

Helpline: (619) 482-0297  Website: www.SOSLsd.org   Email: info@SOSLsd.org   A
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“Hope is the pillar that holds up the world.” Pliny the Elder 

When You are Grieving, it is All Right to... 

• Scream in the shower, yell in the car, cry anywhere. 

• Misplace your glasses, the car keys and the car. 

• Put milk in the cupboard, toilet paper in the refrigerator, and 

ice cream in the oven. 

• Beat up the pillow, stomp on the ground, and throw stones in 

the lake. 

• Change grocery stores if it hurts. 

• Wear one black shoe and one navy, have tear stains on your 

tie. 

• Talk to your pets- they understand. 

• Leave the room the way you want it, for as long as you want. 

• Say your loved one's name out loud. 

• Tell others what you need. 

• Say no when you feel like it. 

• Cancel plans. 

• Have a bad day. 

• It's all right to hurt. 

 

And one day, when you are ready, it's all right to… 

• Laugh again. 

• Dance and have a good time. 

• Look forward to tomorrow. 

• Sing in the shower and smile at a friend's new baby.  

• Go a day, a week, and even a month without crying. 

• Celebrate the holidays, forgive those who failed you. 

• Learn something new. 

• Look at pictures and remember with happiness instead of 

pain. 

• Cherish the memories and love again. 

 

Reprinted from Mayday, Survivors of Suicide, Batavia, IL Volume 

26, Issue 7 January 2009 

Meditation Moment 

We invite you to consider this for a few quiet moments... 

 

Ten-Second Stress Fix 
 

1. Place your thumb and index finger together in the okay sign. Squeeze hard for two seconds, 

as if you were sending all the tension from your entire body into your fingers. 

2. Continue to squeeze your fingers. Roll your eyes heavenward as you inhale deeply for two 

seconds. 

3. Hold your breath for two seconds; let your lids close while still gazing upwards. Continue 

looking up even though your eyes may flutter slightly. 

4. Now exhale slowly (take four seconds), allowing your fingers and eyes to relax. As you ex-

hale, listen to the whooshing sound of your breath and silently repeat to yourself such words as 

"aah”, “peace”, or "be happy”, “don’t worry”. You should feel all the tension leaving your body. 

 

Reprinted from Mayday, Survivors of Suicide, Batavia, IL Volume 27, Issue 11 November 2010 

Source Comforting Friends April 2016 newsletter 



S O S L  S u p p o r t  G r o u p  M e e t i n g s - S a n  D i e g o  

Encinitas Community Center / ECC 
2nd & 4th MONDAY S  7-8:30 pm /  March 8 & 22, April 12 & 26, May 10 & 24 

1140 Oakcrest Park Dr., Encinitas 92024 — North County Coastal Room 116          

From I-5: Take the ENCINITAS BLVD. exit (EAST), turn RIGHT onto BALOUR DR., turn   

LEFT onto OAKCREST PARK DR.    

Grossmont-Sharp Hospital / GSH  
2nd FRIDAY   7–8:30 pm /  March 12, April 9, May 14 

5555 Grossmont Center Dr., La Mesa 91942 — East County (Cardiovascular Center, 

Room 1) Look for SOSL sign. Validated parking in structure.  

From I-8 E: Take the FLETCHER PKWY exit. Turn RIGHT onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.   

From I-8 W: Take the GROSSMONT CTR DR. Exit  toward LA MESA BLVD. Turn RIGHT 

onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.                          

Scripps Mercy Hospital / SMH 
1st & 3rd MONDAYS 7-8:30 pm /  March 1 & 15, April 5 & 19, May 3 & 17 

4077 5th Ave., San Diego 92103 — Hillcrest         

Enter thru main lobby and take elevator to Lower Level. Follow SOSL signs to     

Classrooms 5A & 5B. Validated parking in structure. 

From CA-163 S: Take the WASHINGTON ST exit (WEST). Turn RIGHT onto 5th AVE. 

South Bay Group / SBG     
3rd THURSDAY  7-8:30 pm /  March 18, April 15, May 20 

First United Methodist Church - 1200 East H St., Chula Vista 91910 

Discovery Room - located by the Sanctuary. Drive to the back of the property to park - 

room to the right. 

Clairemont Emmanuel Baptist Church / CEBC 
2nd and 4th TUESDAY S  7-8:30 pm /  March 9 & 23, April 13 & 27, May 11 & 25 

2610 Galveston St., San Diego 92110 — Mission Bay Area     

From I-5: Take the CLAIREMONT DR exit, (EAST) Turn RIGHT onto GALVESTON ST.  

Drive down to the lower parking lot. As you leave the parking lot, walk straight ahead 

and the room will be in the first building on your left.  

Riverside County Group / RCG 
2nd and 4th MONDAYS  7-8:30 pm /  March 8 & 22, April 12 & 26, May 10 & 24 

29029 Murrieta Rd., Sun City 92586 —  Valley Christian Fellowship                    

Must call before attending: Kathy 951-679-2008  

Aurora Behavioral Health Center / ABHC 
1st WEDNESDAY  7-8:30 pm /  March 3, April 7, May 5 

11878 Avenue of Industry, San Diego 92128 — North County Inland (Cafeteria)  

From I-15 S: Exit CAMINO DEL NORTE and TURN LEFT; turn Right at CARMEL MT.   

RD., turn RIGHT at INNOVATION DRIVE, turn RIGHT at AVENUE OF INDUSTRY 

From 1-15 N: Exit CARMEL MT. RD. and turn RIGHT, turn LEFT at RANCHO  

CARMEL DR., turn LEFT at INNOVATION DR. turn RIGHT at AVE. OF INDUSTRY  

***Due to the COVID 19 Restrictions*** 

SOSL support groups are meeting online via ZOOM.  

For more information, email Michele@SOSLsd.org 

or call the Warmline (619) 482-0297 
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“To live in hearts we love, is not to die.”  Thomas Campbell 

 MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT 

  1 
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27 
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March 2021 
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April 2021 
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25 

CEBC 
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May 2021 

Oceanside Group Tri City Medical Center / TCMC 
1st and 3rd WEDNESDAYS  7-8:30 pm /  March 3 & 17, April 7 & 21, May 5 & 19 

Tri City Medical Center—4002 Vista Way, Oceanside 92056  

Enter through the main lobby. Take elevators down to Lower Level LL—Classroom 6 

Otay Mesa—Bilingual Group / OM     
3rd THURSDAY  7-8:30 pm /  March 18, April 15, May 20 

Border View Family YMCA—Conference Room 

3601 Arey Dr., San Diego 92154 

4S Ranch—West Coast Martial Arts Academy / 4S    

3rd TUESDAY  7:15-8:45 pm /  March 16, April 20, May 18 

10890 Thornmint Rd., San Diego 92127 

mailto:Michele@SOSLsd.org
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“Night brings out stars as sorrow shows us truths.”  Phillip James Bailey 

Meet our NEW Executive Director: Lauren Cook 

Follow SOSL on Social Media! 
 

Keep in touch with SOSL on social media! We are on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.  

Use them to connect with the SOSL community and keep up to date with news and events! 
 

www.facebook.com/soslsd          www.instagram.com/sosl_sd    www.linkedin.com/company/soslsd 

Lauren Cook joined SOSL as the Executive Director in January 

2021. She brings over 25 years of non-profit management 

experience in the San Diego region. Lauren was inspired by 

the opportunity to work for SOSL and promote its mission to 

provide hope, comfort, and healing to those 

in grief from suicide loss and promote    

suicide awareness and prevention. During 

the onboarding process she realized she 

was a survivor of suicide loss through her 

past work with underserved populations 

and the “ripple effect” of suicide which fur-

ther cemented her commitment to SOSL.  

 

“A suicide is like a pebble in a pond. The 

waves ripple outward. Visually, when you 

see a pebble drop into a pond, it’s         

something small that makes a big impact. 

The first ‘waves,’ close by, are big, and as 

they move outward, they get smaller and  

smaller. The reach of the pebble’s waves is 

much greater than the size of the pebble 

itself.” 

Ultimately, in the way that a pond is changed because of a 

pebble, an entire community can be changed by a suicide. It is 

estimated that 150 people are exposed to a single suicide, 

with one in five reporting that this experience had a            

devastating impact or caused a major-life 

disruption.” (Information from the National 

Alliance on Mental Illness)  

 

Lauren will work passionately for SOSL to 

strengthen the organization and ensure it 

has abundant resources with which to re-

spond to the community’s need.  

 

Ms. Cook holds a B.A. degree in Applied 

Communications from Point Loma Nazarene 

University.  She lives with her family and 

dogs in Chula Vista and serves on the local 

AYSO Board of Directors. In her spare time, 

she enjoys reading, walking, and spending 

time with friends.  

SOSL Is Grateful for Your Continued Support! 
You can help in a number of ways 

 

1. Donate to SOSL (online at SOSLsd.org or mail a donation to SOSL at PO 

Box 3297, La Mesa, CA 91944) 

2. Attend, create a team or fundraise for Walk in Remembrance with Hope 

3. Help solicit in-kind donations for events 

4. Donate your car, truck or boat to Cars for Charity 

5. Create Facebook fundraiser in honor of your loved one’s Angelversary 
6. Shop on the internet and choose SOSL as your charity through:  Amazon 

Smile, IGive, Giving Assistant 

7. Volunteer at an event – email volunteer@SOSLsd.org 

8. Other ideas—contact us at Michele@SOSLsd.org 
 

SOSL could not provide these vital services without your generous support! 

Thank you! 

http://www.facebook.com/soslsd
http://www.instagram.com/sosl_sd
http://www.linkedin.com/company/soslsd
mailto:Joyce@SOSLsd.org
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“Learn to write your hurts in sand, learn to carve your blessings in stone.”  Unknown 

From a Daughter 

By Shannon Brown 

 

Each day I try to understand 

Why you’re not here to hold my hand. 

You left with no hug and no goodbye 

And for that I only wish to know why. 

 

You strived for goodness, love and peace. 

But I never thought you would soon cease. 

You taught me much about loving and growing, 

And you never stopped your love from flowing. 

 

I never thought I could pay this cost 

For all the love and time we’ve lost. 

You and I were so wonderful together, 

And your love and life will live forever. 

 

Thank you for your guidance and light. 

Your love in my heart will always burn bright. 

Your heart will always live in mine; 

I guess it can only better in time. 

 

Reprinted from Suicide Bereavement Support 

Survivors After Suicide, Portland and Vancouver Volume 7, 

Issue 1 January 1996 

Source Comforting Friends Aug. 2015 newsletter 

Ride for Life 

June 12, 2021 

 

Bringing suicide awareness to 

San Diego County 

This event will include a Poker 

Run originating at El Cajon Harley 

Davison. After party that will     

include live music, lunch and an 

opportunity drawing and more. 

You can attend the after party 

from 12-3 even if you don’t ride. 

Walk in Remembrance  

with Hope 

September 12, 2021 

 

Our Walk is the signature event for     

suicide prevention and survivor support  

community within San Diego. There are 

resource, healing activities and lots of 

love and support. 

 

100% of funds raised  

stay in San Diego County 

 

For more info email — info@soslsd.org 

SOSL Day 

November 20, 2021 

 

We will come together 

on the International Day 

of Survivors of Suicide 

Loss to remember our 

loved ones and find 

healing in community.  

 

More details to follow.  S
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Anonymous (Stanton Edward Gagel)  
“So many thoughts” 

 
Anonymous 

“In Memory of Brett Currier” 
 

Anonymous (Mark M.) — “May your soul find 
the peace you sought today.” 

 
Bonnie Bear 

 
David Bear 

“This donation is in honor of Gordon Bear and 
Nancy Bear. God bless both of our family 

members.” – Bear Family 
 

Michael Bennington 

 
German Bezares 

 
Caroline M. Blain (Janet Mary Blain Cooper) 

“I miss you every day. You are my heart. You 
would adore your grandchildren. They are 

beautiful, smart, and very talented.  
I will never forget.” 

 
Paul Bolduc (Pamela McKeever)  

“Your singing, dancing and frolic composure 
delighted us for years. Bipolar disorder finally 

took you away. Thanks for the memories.” 
 

Amanda Bosworth 
 

Nancy Bradbury (Anthony Filippo) 
“I love you baby boy” 

 
Karen Brainard 

 
Joyce Bruggeman 

 
Margarite Carl (Joann and Phil Carl)  

“We miss you!” 
 

Duke Carrao 
“In Honor of my Matt and the service of Joyce, 

Michele, and the SOSL leadership team.” 
 

Jeanne Cavanagh 

 
Rosie Cheng — “Honoring my dear beloved 

son, Taylor K. Chin” 
 

James Cook 
 

David Cotter 
 

Juanita Cox 
“In Memory of Kevin Collier & Rhilee Collier” 

 
Angie Crawford 

“In Memory of a few friends we lost this year 
to suicide.” 

 

Jennifer Crawford 
 

Karen Cullen (Peter Shawn Stevens) — “I will 
remember you and love you forever” - Mom 

 
Bonnie Daniels 

 
Leah Diebel 

 
Elizabeth Douglass 

 
Pamela Economides 

“In Honor of Rodney Chin” 
 

Janet Getler 
 

Eloise Gray 

 
Jeanetta Gray — “To my dear husband Robert. 

I love and miss you forever.❤” - J 
 

Paula Gray — “This donation is in honor of 
Jerod Leslie Schneider, 1972-2020.” 

 
Yolanda Hartley 

 
Patty Hathaway 

 
Lane Healey (Joe) — “Miss you” 

 
Dan and Victoria Hyatt 

“With love and gratitude to Bonnie Bear  
and family” 

 
Kristine Johanns 

“In loving memory of Sienna Cushman” 
 

Leslie Joseph 
“In Memory of Samuel Leonard Joseph” 

 
Craig Juan 

“This is in honor of my best friend  
Vicki Nguyen” 

 
Amanda Keller 

 
Kim King 

“In Memory of my son Austin P. Thorp. Love 

and miss you ‘til we see you again.”  
– Mom and family 

 
Wynter Kugel 

 
Mike and Shannon Kurtz 

“Remembering Jeremy” 
 

Cheryl Lewis (Eric Sorric) 
“Love you Eric” - Mom 

 
Michele Madden 

 
Patricia May (Beth Stocker Vinland) 

“I’ll miss you forever” 

Elizabeth McGrath 
 

Kathy McGuirk  
“In Honor of Kenneth W. McGuirk. Miss you 

so much with all my heart.” 
 

Mary Miller & Martin Schrenkeisen (son Will) 
“You are forever with us in our hearts.  We 

love and miss you.” – Mom and Dad 
 

J Roberto Montelibano 
 

Elba O. Moxley 
“In Memory of Wm. E. Moxley” 

 
Maria Oey 

 

Karen Olson 
“Amy, oh Amy child of my heart” 

 
Nancy Reynolds 

In honor of my precious daughter 
 

Ron and Carol Santos (son Ryan) 
“Ryan, you’ll always be in our hearts” 

 
Gail Sipe 

 
Evangeline Smith 

 
Michael and Margaret Strahm  

“In Memory of Aaron” 
 

Maria Suarez 
 

Donna Tarwid (brother David Perry, husband 
Jeff Tarwid, husband Norbert Schicker) 

“You are all loved and missed so much” 
 

Robert and Darlene Varela (Andrew Osorio) 
“You are always in our hearts” 

 
LuAnn Washington 

 
Robyn Wasserman 

 
Cheryl Williams 

“In Memory of Chloe Spivy” 

 
Janine and Paul Wilson — “God Bless All Of 

Our Loved Ones We Have Lost.” 
 

Janice Wright  
“Happy Birthday today to you Ken. This is the 

5th birthday that we celebrate you in heaven. 
Your birthdays were always a day we looked 

forward to honoring you. Thank you for 38 
years of this special day.” 

 
Kebok Foundation Agency 

 
Mitchell International 

CONTRIBUTORS: 

Hope & Comfort Spring 2021 

“Don’t try to avoid or hide your grief or grieve alone.” Anonymous 


